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KUWAIT: First Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of
Defense Sheikh Nasser Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah reviewed
yesterday the structural framework of the northern economic
zone of Kuwait. A defense ministry press release said Sheikh
Nasser headed a meeting dedicated to the review. Minister of
Public Works and Minister of State for Housing Affairs Jenan
Boushehri and a number of officials from the defense and pub-

lic works ministries were present at the meeting. The northern
economic zone is part of Kuwait’s 2035 vision, which aims at
transforming Kuwait into a regional center for commerce. 

Sheikh Nasser Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah also stressed
yesterday the need for well-defined scientific research and
plans that address the shortcomings and deficiencies in the
health and education sectors. This came in a press statement

issued by the ministry of defense after Sheikh Nasser’s recep-
tion of a number of academics and founders of the scientific
research incubator (facts and figures), which is interested in
the aforementioned sectors. Sheikh Nasser voiced encourage-
ment and support for such initiatives, pointing out that such
endeavors should develop effective solutions to improve the
level of health and educational services. —  KUNA 
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KUWAIT: First Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Defense Sheikh Nasser Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Sabah heads a meeting to review the structural framework of the northern eco-
nomic zone. — KUNA photos Sheikh Nasser receives the founders of the scientific research incubator yesterday. 

KUWAIT: Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister
Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah received at his
office yesterday Ambassador of Pakistan to Kuwait Ghulam
Dastgir, out of respect for ending his term as ambassador to
Kuwait. During the meeting, Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled com-
mended the ambassador’s efforts during his tenure in the

country and his contributions in supporting and strengthen-
ing the strong bilateral ties between both sides.

Sheikh Sabah Khaled Al-Sabah also received yesterday
German Ambassador to Kuwait Karlfried Bergner on the
occasion of his term ending. Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled
praised the German ambassador’s works on strengthening
bilateral relations between the two countries.

Assistant Foreign Minister for the Deputy Prime
Minister and Foreign Minister’s Office Ambassador Sheikh
Dr Ahmad Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah and a number
of high ranking officials in the foreign ministry attended
the meetings. — KUNA 

KUWAIT: Foreign Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah receives at his office yesterday Ambassador of Pakistan
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JEDDAH: Kuwait reiterated yesterday its firm stand in favor of
the Palestinian cause, which continue to top the country’s politi-
cal priorities, a Kuwaiti senior official affirmed. Through its
2018-2019 non-permanent membership of the United Nation
Security Council (UNSC), Kuwait has constantly emphasized
the need to achieve the legitimate Palestinian right through end-
ing the Israeli occupation, Kuwaiti Assistant Foreign Minister
for International Organizations Nasser Al-Hayyen said.

Hayyen made his remarks while addressing participants of
the extraordinary meeting of the Organization of Islamic
Cooperation’s executive committee at the level of foreign minis-
ters on the recent escalation of Israeli violations in the occupied
city of Jerusalem. Kuwait has also stressed the importance of
attaining peace in the Middle East based on the Arab peace ini-
tiative, and implementing all international agreements on the
two-state solution, which includes establishing an independent
Palestinian state based on the 1967 borders with East Jerusalem
as its capital, he added.

The Israeli authorities continue to violate Muslim sanctities
in the occupied Palestinian territories, and recently provoked
the sentiments of over one billion and half of Muslims around
the world with opening a new tunnel, named “Pilgrimage Road”,
which runs from underneath the village of Silwan in east
Jerusalem, leading eventually to the Buraq Wall in the Old City,
said Hayyen. — KUNA
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